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Abstract. In 1845 Edgar Allan Poe wrote the poem “The Raven”, an
act full of poetry, love, passion, mourning, melancholia and death. In
his essay “The Theory of Composition” which was published in 1846
Poe proved that the poem is based on an accurate mathematical
description. Not only in literature are structures present that are based
on mathematics. In the work of famous musicians, artists or architects
like Bach, Escher or Palladio it is evident that the beauty and clarity of
their work as well as its traceability has often been reached through
the use of intrinsic mathematic coherences. If suchlike structures
could be described within architecture, their mathematical abstraction
could supplement “The Theory of Composition” of a building. This
research focuses on an approach to describe principles in architectural
layout planning in the form of mathematical rules that will be
executed by the use of a computer. Provided that “design” is in
principle a combinatorial problem, i.e. a constraint-based search for an
overall optimal solution of a design problem, an exemplary method
will be described to solve problems in architectural layout planning.
Two problem domains will be examined: the design of new buildings,
as well as the revitalization of existing buildings. Mathematical and
syntactical difficulties that arise from the attempt to extract rules that
relate to the process of building design will be pointed out. To avoid
conflicts relating to theoretical subtleness a customary approach has
been chosen in this work which is adopted from Operations Research.
In this approach design is a synonym for planning, which could be
described as a systematic and methodical course of action for the
analysis and solution of current or future problems. The planning task
is defined as an analysis of a problem with the aim to prepare optimal
decisions by the use of mathematical methods. The decision problem
of a planning task is represented by an optimization model and the
application of an efficient algorithm to aid finding one or more
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solutions to the problem. The basic principle underlying the approach
presented herein is the understanding of design in terms of searching
for solutions that fulfill specific criteria. This search will be executed
by the use of a constraint programming language, which refers to
mathematical as well as to integer and mixed integer programming.
Examples of architectural layout problems will be presented that can
be solved by the use of this programming paradigm. In addition to
this, a second programming approach resulting from the domain of
resource-allocation has been followed in this research. It will be
demonstrated that it is as well possible, to aid architectural layout
planning by the use of scheduling algorithms.

1. Introduction
Designing a building is a complex task. It can be compared to composing
music, writing a poem or creating an object of art. All these activities have in
common, that they share artistically principles. Unfortunately these
principles make the modus operandi of the design process difficult to
generalize. It seems to be impossible to get an answer to the question of how
an architect designs a building. A survey of 25 well-known architects about
their individual production steps during the design process resulted in 25
different methods (Lorenz, 2004). Significantly none of these architects cited
any approved planning method. At the same time Schill-Fendl (2004)
compiled a planning glossary that specifies 130 different planning methods
that can be used to aid the architectural design process. As a consequence it
can be stated that it is the nature of architectural design that it does not
follow predetermined existing methodologies. It can as well be stated that
many architects use partial combinations of existing methodologies, thus
creating their own personal design method. The above mentioned survey
stated as well that architects do not follow clearly defined design goals.
From the result of these inquiries one can assume that other than design
works from disciplines like mechanical- or aeronautical engineering,
buildings have no specific weighted characteristics that have to be fulfilled.
At least these characteristics usually do not dominate the design process that
is mostly defined as an artistic activity.
In the following chapter it will be pointed out that it is however possible
to determine a modus operandi that suits artistically as well as other
premises during architectural design. As an example a brief digression will
be undertaken to the theory of composition of Edgar Allan Poe’s “The
Raven”. This theory will be adopted to solve architectural layout problems
with the application of a constraint programming language that will be
described in chapter 3. Two specific problem domains, the design of new
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buildings as well as the revitalization of existing buildings will be described
in chapter 4.
2. The Theory of Composition
In 1845 Edgar Allan Poe wrote the poem “The Raven”, an act full of poetry,
love, passion, mourning, melancholia and death. In his essay “The Theory of
Composition” which was published in 1846 Poe proved that the poem is
based on an accurate mathematical description. Thus, Poe demonstrated that
design can be associated with a clear synthetic methodology rather than what
we simply name creativity.
2.1. WHAT IS DESIGN?

Design can be described as creativity, intuition, even accident would be
commensurable. Poe predicated suchlike creative processes on “the beauty
of mathematics”. Their realization followed a modus operandi that is as well
transferable to architectural design tasks. The beginning of his work was
always determined by the intention to create a poem. He started with the
definition of an overall objective, e.g. “beauty”. To achieve this, he added
specific constraints, e.g. “effects”, whose assignment was to fulfill the
criteria to meet the objective. His well-known poem “The Raven” consisted
of the following objective and constraints (Table 1):
TABLE 1. The Theory of Composition.
Intention:
Objective:
Constraints:

Create a poem to satisfy the common and critical taste
Beauty
Consideration of an effect, to be accessible to the soul (beauty)
Determination of the poems scale, with regard to the level of excitement to be
achieved (100 lines)
Composition of the effect, through the plot or the key (plot)
Selection of the key, e.g. mourning (melancholia)
Elaboration of artistic attractiveness, e.g. (refrain)
Integration of essential consequences, e.g. a refrain leads to staves
Determination of sound characteristics, e.g. achieve monotony but vary its
contextual application
Selection of a single word to support sound characteristics, e.g. choose the most
resonant vowel (o) and best consonant to be articulated (r): create a word: e.g.
(nevermore)
Elaboration of a pretense for plausibility: e.g. let it be spoken by an unreasonable
character (a raven)
Selection of the most melancholic item: e.g. the death of a woman loved by a man.
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The example demonstrates that it is possible to determine rules (constraints
and objectives) that describe artistically pieces of work in a mathematical
manner. This approach will now be transferred to architectural design.
2.2. THE MODUS OPERANDI IN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

The uses of mathematical descriptions imply the following hypotheses:
Architectural design is affected by rules. These rules can be of objective and
subjective nature. Objective rules are generally accepted. They are defined in
legally binding land-use plans or development schemes. They as well
contain contextual rules that relate to the surrounding of the proposed
building site. Subjective rules rely on the interest of the specific architect.
They imply design rules and all aspects that relate to the creative element of
the design process (Figure 1). These design rules very much relate to Poe’s
approach in writing a poem. It is assumed that syntactical forms could be
extracted from an architect’s specific handwriting, to be compiled into a
mathematical language.

Objective rules

Subjective
rules

- General rules

# generalities

- Contextual rules

# surroundings

- Design rules

# user-specific

- Intuition, accident

# creativity

Figure 1. Architectural Design Rules.

Rules can be used to constrain the solution space of a design problem.
Feasible solutions for a design problem can only be found if the search space
is constrained. Even simple design tasks can generate millions of solutions.
These solutions might not always be feasible in terms of architectural
premises.
Provided that constraints and objectives are specified by the architect,
computers can extend the number of feasible solutions for a design problem.
Manual design techniques allow the architect to explore a couple of different
solutions for a specific design problem. It is hypothesized that the generation
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of a larger number of feasible solutions is only a question of computing
power.
2.3. METHODOLOGY

Two basic questions should arise before an approach to the development of
computer aided design tools is made: What is architectural design and how is
it possible to define the modus operandi of a design action performed by an
architect? Many enquiries have been made to this question during the past
(Rittel und Reuter, 1992) and (Alexander, Ishikawa et al., 1977). Some of
these proved to be prosperous, whereas other did not. Apart from the
theories that evolved from these enquiries it is still questionable if architects
really make use of specific predetermined routes that they follow by all
means during the design process. To avoid conflicts relating to theoretical
subtleness, a customary approach has been chosen in this work which is
adopted from Operations Research. In this approach design is a synonym for
planning, which could be described as a systematic and methodical course of
action for the analysis and solution of current or future problems (Domschke
und Drexl, 2005). The planning task is defined as an analysis of a problem
with the aim to prepare optimal decisions by the use of mathematical
methods. The decision problem of a planning task is represented by a
simulation or optimization model and the application of an efficient
algorithm to aid finding one or more solutions to the problem. The basic
principle underlying the approach presented herein is the understanding of
design in terms of searching for solutions that fulfill specific criteria. It is
important to notice that the search space of a design problem might be finite
or infinite. In the case of a finite search space there will always be a solution
to the problem. If the search space is infinite it is not possible to find a
solution so that the search has to be stopped according to pre-defined
criteria. In terms of methods used in Operations Research it is possible to
classify the above mentioned assumptions as integral components of an
optimization model.
- The design solution has to meet specific requirements (Constraints)
- The design has to strive for specific goals (Objectives)
- There are choices available that might meet the constraints and objectives
(Design Variables)
The optimization model itself consists of a given number of variable and
constant parameters, one or more objectives as well as a fluctuating number
of constraints. The standard form of an optimization model can be expressed
in the following form (Domschke und Drexl, 2005):
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Minimize or maximize the following objective:

z = F ( x)

(1)

Subject to the following constraints:
!( "
# #
gi (x ) $= % 0 for i = 1,..., m
#) #
& '

(2)

x !W " W " ... " Wn , W j ! { +, +, "}, j = 1,..., n
1 2

(3)

Whereas the symbols have the following meaning:

x

A vector of variables with n components x1,…,xn

F (x )

An objective function

xj ! +

Nonnegative constraint

xj ! +

Integer constraint

x j !"+

Binary constraint (binary variables)

2.3.1. Objectives:
Formula (1) constitutes the objective function that has to be minimized or
maximized. Sometimes it is difficult to define a single objective function
that is sufficient to obtain an optimal overall solution for a problem. In this
case it is possible to define multi-objective functions whose objectives can
be complementary, competing or neutral. In the case of competing objectives
a trade-off occurs due to the fact that one objective gets worse whilst others
improve. To solve this conflict it is reasonable to assign weights to single
objectives (w1, w2,…) and to build the weighted sum of the original
functions in the following form:
f (x ) = w1 f1 (x ) + w2 f 2 (x ) + ...

No conflicts occur in the case of complementary objective functions due to
at least one state that is an optimum for all objective functions. In this case a
so called “perfect solution" has been reached. Neutral objective functions do
not interfere in their mode of action.

(4)
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2.3.2. Constraints:
Formula (2) represents a set of equations or inequations which act as
restrictions that constrain the search space.

2.3.3. Variables:
Formula (3) defines the domain of variables. These can be continuous,
integer or binary. It is important to choose correct variable types within the
optimization model. Their range of values is of vital importance for the total
cost of computation.
3. Modeling
Architectural objects are specified according to a parametric-associative
paradigm (Lömker, 2004). This means that each object which belongs to the
model can be accessed and altered by the use of parameters. A room for
example consists as an object with geometric parameters such as length,
width and height. Objects can as well imply alphanumerical parameters such
as their occupancy or materials used. Parameters are defined in the form of
variables or constants, whereas variables can be used as inputs for the
optimization process. Responses result from the composition of other
variables. If a variable is changed during the optimization process dependant
variables will be changed as well (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Optimization Model

Inputs and Responses are often named Optimization Variables. These
variables form the basis of constraints and objective functions. Both must be
functions of one or more optimization variables (Bhatti, 2000). Within an
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architectural problem domain a response variable could be the area occupied
by a specific room. Through multiplication of two input parameters (width
and length) a response variable would be rendered. However, it is of primary
interest that suchlike parameters generate serious problems for the
optimization process due to their non-linear form. Once the design problem
is stated in form of design variables, constraints and objectives, the
parameters will be passed to the optimization engine which tries to find a
feasible solution to the problem.
The model described above is a general model that can be applied to
many problem domains beyond architecture. Within an architectural
examination of suchlike problem formulation the model was implemented in
the area of architectural layout planning. Referring to the preceding chapter
it is obviously difficult to say which routes architects follow whilst
designing. It is therefore complicated to code a set of steps that describe how
a design problem could be solved by a machine. Thus, the layout planning
problem was set up with a different programming paradigm that specifies a
set of constraints that must be met without stating how to achieve this task.
A programming language that supports this paradigm and that was used
herein is OPL (Optimization Programming Language) which was developed
in 1995 (van Hentenryck, 1999)
4. Problem Domains
The architectural layout problem was formulated with regard to the solution
that should be achieved. Rooms were defined as geometric objects with
parameters that specified their geometric characteristics. Through the use of
topological specifications, relationships between various rooms were defined
as constraints. An objective function was implemented that had to be
achieved under compliance with the constraints. The following item
represents an exemplary problem specification in pseudo-code (Figure 3):
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// Variable Declaration
(room 1..n)
// Constant Declaration
(N)
// Specification of Objectives and Constraints
maximize, minimize (total area)
subject to
{
// Objective Function Specification
(total area of room 1..n greater than N)
// Constraint Specification
(room 1 connects to room 4)
(room 5 south of all other rooms)
(room 3 greater than room 1 and 5)
(rooms 1..n do not intersect with other rooms)
}
// Output Parameters
Figure3. Exemplary problem specification

It is important to note, that a specification like “room 1 connects to rooms 4”
has to be transformed into a mathematical representation. The formulation of
an appropriate optimization-model is of utmost importance for a successful
evaluation of a design problem solved by a machine. The difficulty for sure
exists in the mathematical formulation of the model as well as in the
selection of proper algorithms to solve the problem. Even more difficulties
arise in the description of usable procedures that classify ordinary design
processes.
4.1 THE DESIGN OF NEW BUILDINGS

Models for the design of new buildings have been developed through the use
of mathematical (MP), integer (IP), mixed-integer (MIP) and mixed-integer
linear programming (MILP) techniques that are based on a geometric
description of the rooms. Another approach that was followed was the use of
resource allocation techniques in conjunction with scheduling algorithms.
4.1.1 The Mathematical Model
The principle of the geometric model adopted was the representation of
rooms as rectangular units. Michalek (2001) demonstrated this concept in his
work on architectural layout planning. Different from his concept a
geometric representation was chosen that describes a rectangular unit
through a reference point, a length and a width dimension. Three constraints
where taken from this work, that describe the location of a unit inside
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another (Force Inside), the intersection of two units (Prohibit Intersection) as
well as the location of a unit on the border of another unit (Force To Border).
Additional constraints were added, that specify the connection of two units
(Force Connection), the location of a unit on the outside of another unit
(Force Outside) as well as the prohibition of a connection between two units
(Prohibit Connection). Various design constraints (e.g. aspect ratio,
symmetry) were implemented that refer to subjective rules. These design
constraints as well as constraint-combinations make it possible to extend the
architects possibility of intervening into the creative process of automatic
layout planning. The use of constraint-combinations for example, led to a
new constraint that made it possible to extend the geometric model to nonrectangular units. These so-called Void-Units approve complex shapes that
must not be specified different from other units, according to their
geometrical measures. The most important aspect of using OPL as a
programming language was its ability to specify search procedures as well as
upper- and lower-bounds on variables. The use of search procedures is of
uppermost interest due many problems in architectural layout planning that
are NP-complete. Their application can dramatically influence the total cost
of the optimization process. The mathematical model consists of the
following variables, constants and constraints (5-13).
Variables:

Unit i, j
Unit R
Unit R´
( I ,I ,I )
1 2 3

! "0 ; ! "0

floor space of units
floor space of surrounding reference unit
floor space of building site
finite-dimensional index sets of rooms
contact range ; spacing range

( xi , yi ) ; ( x j , y j )

non-negative reference points unit i,j

(!xi , !yi ) ; (!x j , !y j )

non-negative width and length unit i,j

uij , vij ! {0,1}

! (0,0 ), iff. Unit i above Unit j "
#
#
# (0,1), iff. Unit i under Unit j #
(uij , vij ) = $
%
#(1,0 ), iff. Unit i right of Unit j#
# (1,1), iff. Unit i left of Unit j #
&
'
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Variables for Force To Border Constraint:

uij , vij ! {0,1}

!(0,0 ), iff. Unit i on southside "
#
#
# (0,1), iff. Unit i on northside #
(uij , vij ) = $
%
# (1,0 ), iff. Unit i on westside #
# (1,1), iff. Unit i on eastside #
&
'

Constants:

( x , y ) ; ( x , y ) := (0,0) Non-negative reference point units R, R´
R R
R' R'
X ; Y ; X’ ; Y’

Non-negative width and length units R, R´

Force Inside Constraint (FInside)

xi ! x j ; yi ! y j ; xi + !xi " ( x j + !x j ) # 0 ; yi + !yi " ( y j + !y j ) # 0 (5)
Prohibit Intersection Constraint (PInter)

(6)

xi + !xi " x j + uij X '+ vij X ' # 2 X '
x j + !x j " xi + uij X '" vij X ' # X '
yi + !yi " y j " uijY '+ vijY ' # Y '
y j + !y j " yi " uijY '" vijY ' # 0
Force Connection Constraint (FConn)

yi + "yi # y j # uijY '+ vijY ' $ Y '
yi + "yi # y j + uijY '# vijY ' % #Y '
xi + "xi # x j + uij X '# vij X ' % # X '+ !
x j + "x j # xi + uij X '# vij X % # X '+ !

(7)

;
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y j + "y j # yi # uijY '# vijY ' $ 0
y j + "y j # yi + uijY '+ vijY ' % 0
xi + "xi # x j + uij X '+ vij X ' % 0 + !
x j + "x j # xi + uij X '+ vij X ' % 0 + !
xi + "xi # x j + uij X '+ vij X ' $ 2 X '
xi + "xi # x j # uij X '# vij X ' % #2 X '
yi + "yi # y j # uijY '# vijY ' % #2Y '+ !
y j + "y j # yi # uijY '# vijY ' % #2Y '+ !

;

x j + "x j # xi + uij X '# vij X ' $ X '
x j + "x j # xi # uij X '+ vij X ' % # X '
yi + "yi # y j # uijY '+ vijY ' % #Y '+ !
y j + "y j # yi # uijY '+ vijY ' % #Y '+ !
Force To Border Constraint (F2Border)

(8)

xi + !xi " ( x j + !x j ) " uij X '" vij X ' # "2 X '
yi + !yi " ( y j + !y j ) + uijY '" vijY ' # "Y '
xi ! x j + uij X '! vij X ' " X '
yi ! y j ! uijY '! vijY ' " 0
Prohibit Connection Constraint (PConn)

xi + "xi # x j + uij ( X '+ ! ) + vij ( X '+ ! ) $ 2 X '+ !
x j + "x j # xi + uij ( X '+ ! ) # vij ( X '+ ! ) $ X '
yi + "yi # y j # uij (Y '+! ) + vij (Y '+! ) $ Y '

(9)
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y j + "y j # yi # uij (Y '+ ! ) # vij (Y '+ ! ) $ #!
Force Outside Constraint (FOutside)

(10)

xi + "xi # x j + u ( X '+ ! ) + v ( X '+ ! ) $ 2 X '+ !
iR
iR
x j + "x j # xi + u ( X '+ ! ) # v ( X '+ ! ) $ X '
iR
iR
yi + "yi # y j # u (Y '+! ) + v (Y '+! ) $ Y '
iR
iR
y j + "y j # yi # u (Y '+ ! ) # v (Y '+ ! ) $ #!
iR
iR

! "0
Design Constraints (Length Constraint)

(11)

!( z , upper boundary of Unit i "
# i
#
#
#
)yi $ = zi , exact boundary of Unit i %
#
#
#&* zi , lower boundary of Unit i #'

Design Constraints (Area Constraint)

(12)

!( z , upper area of Unit i "
# i
#
#
#
Fi $ = zi , exact area of Unit i %
#
#
#&) zi , lower area of Unit i #'

Design Constraints (Perimeter Constraint)
!( z , upper perimeter of Unit i "
# i
#
#
#
U i $ = zi , exact perimeter of Unit i %
#
#
#&) zi , lower perimeter of Unit i #'

( zi ! + fixed, i ! {1,...,n} )

(13)
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4.1.2 Mixed Integer Programming
It has to be mentioned, that the mathematical model is as well suitable for
implementation in layout problems that deal with the revitalization of
existing buildings. In fact it was actually developed for this area of
application. Due to its nature of moving and resizing units, it actually alters
the plan of an existing building either by breaking down existing walls or by
building new walls. Therefore we call this model a “destructive model”. A
“non-destructive model” will be explained in chapter 4.2.
The surrounding reference unit in the destructive model was organized in
a way, that it could either be the proposed area of a plot to be covered with a
new building or the area of an existing part of a building that has to be
redeveloped. The following images show an exemplary layout of 9 units
within a quadratic plan. The following constraints and objective had to be
fulfilled (Figure 4):
Topological Constraints:
Force Connection between the red and blue unit, red and yellow unit, red
and orange unit.
Force Connection between the yellow and midnight-blue unit.
Prohibit Intersection between all units.
Force all units to stay inside the square.
Length Constraints:
Width and length of the red and blue unit must be greater than or equal to
2m and less than or equal to 4m.
Width and length of the orange unit must be 3m.
Width and length of the midnight-blue, Indian-red and yellow unit must be
greater than or equal to 2m.
Ratio Constraints:
Red and blue unit must be symmetrical to the yellow unit.
Midnight-blue and Indian-red unit must be symmetrical to the yellow unit.
Objective: Maximize total perimeter of all units.
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Figure 4. Perimeter optimization of rectangular floor plans

The model calculates 10 different floor plans with a total perimeter of
120 to 144 meters. It reaches an optimum after a couple of minutes. The
perimeter objective has been chosen to avoid a non-linear form of the model.
This perimeter objective represents an approximation of an area objective
which is more common in the architectural practice. Other optimization runs
with non-linear constraints showed however, that is as well possible to make
use of quadratic representations, particularly if search-methods are
implemented in the model.
The next example demonstrates the use of non-rectangular floor plans
through the implementation of Void-Units. Constraints were set up through
the use of a bubble-diagram (Figure 5). The use of search-methods allowed
the solver to calculate the following results in less than 1 second up to 6
seconds (Figure 6).

Figure 5. Bubble diagram showing constraints
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Figure 6. Results of the optimization run compared to an architects manual design work.

4.1.3 Resource Allocation Techniques
One of the novel aspects of OPL is its support for scheduling applications.
The language uses specialized algorithms for this domain that can reduce the
search space substantially. Adapted from a solution of “The Perfect Square
Problem” (van Hentenryck, 1999) we compiled our mathematical model to
make use of discrete resources and activities. Activities represent one of the
most fundamental aspects of scheduling. They consist of a starting date,
duration and an ending date. In our model these items represent the
geometric dimensions of a unit, i.e. its width, length and x- and ycoordinates. Discrete resources are resources with discrete capacities. In our
model they represent the floor space of the surrounding reference unit. Our
first impression of this model is that the cost of the optimization process is
less than the cost of the other models. The scheduling concept showed
promising results and will therefore be explored further.
We as well tested our model with Genetic algorithms, but rejected this
approach due to high costs of computation and non-satisfactory results. This
is mainly due to the organization of the mathematical model, which we did
not optimize for this approach.
4.2. THE REVITALIZATION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS

The revitalization of existing buildings gets more and more important. We
are facing a development, where we have to state, that in many cases there is
no need to design new buildings due to the fact that an increasing number of
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existing buildings is not used anymore. The most ecological procedure to
revitalize these buildings would be through a continuous usage without
making any alterations to the stock. Consequentially the model developed
for this purpose is a “non-destructive model”. The design problem is related
to problems in logistics, e.g. the loading in trans-shipment centers. Our
model consists of an adjacency matrix that describes the neighborhood of
existing rooms in the stock. Additionally an array stores values of the area of
each room. Through the use OPL we defined a procedure that searches for
coherent graphs within the matrix. These graphs represent units (groups) of
different usage, e.g. n office spaces consisting of x rooms. The rooms within
such a group must represent a coherent graph, which means that each room
has to have at least one neighbor. In addition, all members of a group have to
fulfill specific requirements regarding the size of each single room and the
total number of rooms within the group. These conditions are fulfilled, if the
size of each single member of a group is at least the size of an equivalent
room that is specified in an array that contains the desired room-sizes. In
existing buildings however, this is hardly ever the case. Due to this, the
conditions are also fulfilled, if the total size of a group is equal or greater
than the total size of the rooms specified in this array. In either case the total
number of rooms in a group found has to equal the number of rooms
specified as a search criterion. The algorithm searches for equivalent roomsizes first, before it passes over to check group-sizes. The results of the
model developed are encouraging. The images show 8 exemplary assemblies
of 21 rooms (Figure 7). All solutions fulfill the requirements made to the
size of the rooms, their adjacency and the number of members in a unit
(group).
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Figure 7. Non-destructive optimization of existing floor plans

We began working with larger models consisting of 78 rooms,
respectively 6.084 entries in the matrix. These optimization runs can be
solved within 2 hours time on ordinary machines with a reasonable amount
of memory. Our latest attempts deal with more than 300 rooms (respectively
90.000 entries in the matrix) arranged on different stories. These tasks are
difficult to solve from a computational point of view and might call for
parallelization of the program developed.
5. Conclusion
Destructive and especially non-destructive models can play an important
role in the architectural design process. Our examinations demonstrate that
destructive models which are often NP-complete dramatically benefit from
the search methods the user is able to define in OPL. The examination of
different models developed, also demonstrates that many models were not
possible to be solved within an appropriate time range without the use of
these search methods.
The non-destructive model description differs fundamentally from the
description of the mathematical models. By the use of the constraint
programming paradigm it is possible to write descriptions of extremely
complex tasks within a few lines of code. But not only from a computational
point of view are the results of this model promising. In the perpetual
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important domain of revitalization, non-destructive optimization models can
aid the architect in finding quick answers to design problems.
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